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Dear Earthlife Community, 

It has been more than five months of lockdown in

South Africa and it has become increasingly evident

that we need to be more vigilant than ever, acting

as watchdogs over government, calling out any

abuses of power and corruption we find. It is

unfortunate, but the urgency for an active citizenry

is as pronounced as it was during the time of the

apartheid regime. 

 

In Lephalale Limpopo, the situation is deteriorating,

with many of our fellow South Africans dying as a

result of Eskom’s coal-fired power stations

decreasing the air quality for these communities. In

addition to this, Nersa’s loss to Eskom in court,

delivered a huge blow to citizens, who will

ultimately pay more for their electricity – at a time

when supply (as a result of the ongoing and

worsening loadshedding) is at its most unreliable.

Then there’s the SA government’s renewed plans

to introduce more dangerous nuclear to SA’s

energy mix – a decision many of our communities

in Eastern Cape, Gauteng and Limpopo strongly

oppose.

But, thankfully, it is not all doom-and-gloom. From

an inspired Women’s Month event to our ongoing

and very well-received Digital Storytelling

Workshop for Grassroots Activists, Earthlife Africa

has been staying in touch with our communities,

one Zoom Meeting/Webinar at a time. And, in the

run-up to International Self-Care Day, the Earthlife

team also shared some of their top self-care tips –

because you know we need to take care of

ourselves even as we continue our fight for justice.

Love and respect!

ML

 



polluting the air as it has for decades – all the while,

the situation for communities continue to

deteriorate. 

 

According to its loan agreement with the World

Bank, Eskom promised to install FGDs, used to

decrease sulphur dioxide (SO2) from exhaust flue

gases of fossil fuels, thereby reducing SO2

emissions in the air. At this stage the two power

station emits three times as much as the whole of

Britain.

 

But, not only is Eskom NOT keeping their word

(FGDs will not be installed until 2030), it is now also

applying for permission NOT to keep to the law

regarding minimum emissions (MES). In other

words, Eskom wants permission to break the law

and pollute the air more than the minimum

standards of the law prescribe. This means in effect

that Eskom will have the right to pollute more and

for longer than the law states and also more than

its agreement with the World Bank required.

 

Furthermore, Earthlife Africa has requested help

from the Centre for Environmental Rights (CER) to

try to confirm the validity of the licenses for

Lephalale Coal mine (an open-pit coal mine in the

first stages of construction). 

 

And while all this is happening, South Africans who

have the misfortune of calling Lephalale and the

surrounding areas their home, will continue to

suffer. The people in these communities are very

unhappy because they feel that they were not part

of the consultation. Due to the lockdown and

political interference from the local politicians, no

information sessions were held. On top of this, the

employment practices have been found to be very

suspicious.

Earthlife Africa’s Coal Campaign  seeks to prevent

the development of new coal-fired power stations,

mines and associated coal infrastructure, including

the early retirement of existing coal-fired power

stations. It calls attention to large-scale industrial

pollution and financing of coal projects, with the

view to phase out coal and set South Africa on a

low-carbon developmental path.

"SPARE A THOUGHT FOR
LEPHALALE - WE CAN’T
DEAL WITH MORE POLLUTION FOR
THE NEXT TEN YEARS"

B Y  E L A N A  G R E Y L I N G  &  T H A B O
S I B E K O  

Beautiful Lephalale, also known as the heart of the

Bushveld, can be deceiving. As a result of two

Eskom’s biggest coal fired power stations, Matimba

and the new Medupi, air pollution and water

scarcity are huge issues for the communities in

these areas.

Air pollution continues to be a huge point of

contention. Not only has Eskom backtracked on its

commitment to install flue-gas desulfurization

(FGD) technology, but the failed state-owned utility

is now also applying for permission to continue

 



According to ELA’s Makoma Lekalakala, “The

communities we work with have made it clear that

they want to be informed, so that they can be more

involved, but are often left in the dark. How can

people hold government accountable for its

actions, if they do not know what it is doing? At this

time, when the people are preoccupied with

surviving the severe impacts of the Covid lockdown,

while still living with the constant threat of load

shedding, the government needs to halt all major

decisions, until citizens are able to participate in

meaningful ways.” 

 

ELA’s Nomalizo Xhoma from Gauteng says that one

of the biggest developments in SA’s energy space,

is the Department of Mineral Resources and

Energy’s (DMRE) renewed moves toward exploring

the option of nuclear. This time the idea is to

pursue privately funded, owned and operated small

modular reactors (SMR), which will be transferred

to government, once fully paid. 

 

“These SMRs are problematic for a number of

reasons. These are still a centralised form of energy

that does not serve the wider energy needs of the

country. We need a more decentralised approach.

The viability of SMRs are also questionable. With

regards to this initial phase of Requests for

Information (RFI), more money will be spent,

money that could better serve our communities

who are under a lot of pressure, even though the

country’s Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) makes no

mention of new nuclear,” says Xhoma. 

 

Xhoma says that every few years the SA

government attempts to re-introduce new nuclear

to the country’s energy portfolio, and usually on the

back of debilitating load shedding. However, they

always seem to want to do without any meaningful

public participation or education about all the

risks. She says that communities are calling for

more renewable energy, to move SA toward the

just transition that could lead to widespread

community empowerment, if implemented

properly. 

 

According to ELA, before government wastes any

further public funds, more meaningful public

debate around all the issues relating to nuclear is 

MOVEMENTS IN ENERGY SECTOR:
IMPLICATIONS FOR SOUTH
AFRICANS

P R E S S  R E L E A S E

Following recent meetings with communities in

Limpopo, Gauteng and Eastern Cape, the team at

Earthlife Africa Johannesburg (ELA) are more

committed than ever to continue its work, bridging

the gap between the people and the information

they need to be actively involved in decisions that

affect them. The NGO has quickly adapted to the

‘new normal’ of online mobilisation, as a result of

the Covid-19 pandemic, but says that many South

Africans, especially in rural locations, do not have

internet access, and therefore are not informed nor

part of the conversations currently taking place.                                                                            

 



needed. As the most expensive form of electricity,

this technology is steadily being abandoned

worldwide, as a result of issues relating radioactive

waste, which up-to-now has no safe, permanent

solution. 

 

Xhoma adds, “Also, nuclear energy will not result in

meaningful jobs for South Africans. These facilities

need highly-skilled personnel with specialised

expertise (who will likely come from outside

locations), with only low-level jobs will likely be

available for locals.  Koeberg may seem cheap now,

but that is because it was built long ago and has

already been paid off. Also, we very seldom hear

about all the hidden costs of nuclear. If we look at

the bigger picture of nuclear, are we really

gaining?”

 

Climate change is also an important consideration.

The country’s policies must adapt to the times, but

it often seems that vested interests are pushing

their agenda, at the expense of the people. South

Africa must move forward with a just energy

transition because not only are natural fossil fuel

resources finite, carbon (CO2) emissions must be

capped to prevent a climate catastrophe.

The moves needed to address climate change must

however consider our local context and we need to

see it reflected in our National Development Plan

(NDP).

 

Pheko Mofokeng from Phaphamang Community

Organisation says, “We are grateful that ELA

continues to keep us informed of what is

happening. Many of us here in Sebokeng Township

never knew that the government wants to spend

more money on nuclear energy, at a time that we

are fighting to survive the lockdown.” 

 

Melikaya Blani in Port Elizabeth says, “Very few

people know about the DMRE’s proposals for new

nuclear. This is evidence that we need the

government to make more effort to ensure that its

people are informed. We need open debates, with

inputs from all those citizens who will be affected –

and then make decisions based on what is most in

the public’s interest.”

 

“Only in Africa – at a time when former nuclear

countries worldwide are turning their back on this 

failed technology (having first-hand experience) – is

anti-nuclear seen as counter-revolutionary, with

supporters of renewable energy are seen as

backward. Unfortunately, this issue has become

quite politicised in the Eastern Cape. Yet, without

the political will to address the issue of climate

change and how these are affecting the lives of the

people on the ground, we will continue to be stuck.

Just because you believe something is good, does

not make it so,” says Blani.

Xhoma concludes, “There are numerous examples

of bad decisions taken by government over the

years, evidence that more meaningful public

engagement is crucial. Just look at Medupi and

Kusile. There are many issues there. Till today,

neither plant has ever run at full capacity, but now

government wants to try another thing? Why not

first fix what is broken? We encourage people to

have these discussions at home and in their

communities, to ensure that more people know

about the issues that could come up.”



"Electricity is

already too

expensive for

many in the

country, with

electric

appliances, like

stoves,

becoming

nothing more

than ornaments

because they

are too

expensive to

use" 

money on electricity, in addition to the added

costs of surviving the lockdown. Treasury’s Basic

Income Grant will do little to shield the poor

from the blow of rising energy costs.

THIRTEEN YEARS A SLAVE TO
ESKOM – NERSA LOSS DELIVERS A
HUGE BLOW FOR SA CITIZENS

P R E S S  R E L E A S E

South Africans are truly some of the most

tenacious people you will ever find. Not only are we

surviving the ongoing social and economic impacts

of the lockdown, but now that the National Energy

Regulator (Nersa) has lost the court case against

Eskom, we may need to cope with massive

electricity price increases as well. On top of all that,

the country continues to be on a rollercoaster ride

with the constant threat of load shedding. This is

no way to live!

 

Even though we have some reprieve from the

darkness for now, Eskom has lost all credibility with

the South African people. It is like we are living in a

time-warp. We keep ending up with disruptive and

debilitating load shedding, nearly thirteen years

since it started in 2007, while still having to cope

with the unprecedented and unnecessary rise in

electricity prices. Still, there is no real plan to

secure a just energy future for our citizens, nor any

tangible plans to address the climate crisis. 

I am worried about the state of the communities

we live in. People are paying more for everything,

and the impact on their quality of life is severe.

Electricity is already too expensive for many in the

country, with electric appliances, like stoves,

becoming nothing more than ornaments because

they are too expensive to use. Costs have more

than tripled in the past decade, forcing many

South Africans to resort to “energy stacking” –

where they have to rely on a variety of energy

sources, such as paraffin, gas, or open flames. These

energy sources are unsafe and unhealthy (paraffin,

for example, is one of the leading causes of

poisoning among our country’s children and is a

fire hazard in informal settlements).

Sadly, South Africa’s energy utility has been

unsuccessful at enabling the economy. Eskom has

become an even bigger black hole, sucking up the

country’s money, at a time when its service delivery

is deteriorating. Pensioners and other grant

recipients end up spending so much of their

These annual increases, for a failed entity, make

no sense, especially since it is becoming more

obvious that Nersa has lost control of Eskom. At

community level, we have been making

submissions to Nersa each year since 2008,

calling for improved functioning of Eskom, in an

attempt to curtail the rising tariffs. However,

Nersa has been spectacularly inefficient in its

ability to safeguard citizens.



The state-owned utility has admitted that there

have been many inefficiencies, which it claimed, for

years, it would address. But, until now, the state-

owned entity (SOE) debilitating debt (in excess of

R400-billion), coupled with ongoing

mismanagement and a legacy of corruption, have

all resulted in a heavy burden for South Africans.

Medupi and Kusile, two of the country’s largest

capital projects, were bad investments. To this day,

neither coal-fired power station has ever run at full

capacity, but they continue to haemorrhage public

funds.

And now, the Department of Mineral Resources’

(DMRE) proposes making more bad decisions,

without any public debate, which will lead to more

unnecessary spending. The DMRE has recently

stated that it seeks to explore new build nuclear

energy, allocating funds to investigate small

modular reactors. Many of our people do not even

know about these plans, because the proper

processes are not being followed. It seems the

DMRE has once again omitted the critical step of

public participation on the proposed 2500MW. 

An unfortunate trend has emerged in the country.

Every time we have load shedding, it coincides

with poor decision-making at Eskom or signifies a

new attempt to pursue nuclear energy. Yet each

time Eskom fails, the people are called on to play

their part. My question is, when can we expect the

government to start acting more responsibly and

truly be accountable for its decision-making? And,

when will we see a real commitment to facilitate

more meaningful public participation?

SA’s energy system is broken and in desperate

need of reform. Eskom is the number one reason

for the deepening inequality in the country and is

taking us backwards. The SEO’s strategy – which

seeks to make South Africans pay for its

mismanagement and corruption, through

increased tariffs, while still making the same

mistakes – will only cripple the poor even more and

is not a sustainable. This very moment, is a defining

one.

As citizens, we don’t expect government to solve all

these issues on its own. In my years in the energy

space, I know of many individuals, NGOs and other 

experts in our country who are all standing-by with

sustainable and workable solutions – that will see

more homes electrified with affordable solutions,

as well as a more equitable spreading of the

wealth. Access to electricity should not be a

privilege. It is a basic right. In this, government is

failing every single day. This is why Earthlife Africa

strongly advocates for citizens to take an active

interest in these big government decisions, while

calling on government to fully embrace and drive

the just transition our country desperately needs.



According to Earthlife and SAFCEI’s attorney Adrian

Pole, not only would this be in clear breach of the

judgment handed down by the Western Cape High

Court on 26 April 2017 halting former President

Zuma’s nuclear deal, it would also fly in the face of

a sworn undertaking from then-Energy Minister

David Mahlobo in November 2017.

He says, “The effect of the nuclear deal judgment is

that no new nuclear procurement can commence

until such time as the Minister of Energy – with the

concurrence with the national energy regulator

(NERSA) – makes a lawful determination under

section 34 (s34) of the Electricity Regulation Act

that new nuclear generation capacity is required

and should be procured.  The judgment also

reinforced that the s34 decision-making process

must be procedurally fair, and that this would

require meaningful public participation prior to

such a decision being made.”

Pole says, “Since no S34 determination has been

gazetted relating to 2500MW of new electricity

generating capacity to be derived from nuclear

sources, and no public participation process has yet

been conducted, Minister Mantashe and the DMRE

will be acting in constructive contempt of the

judgment if they immediately proceed with the

procurement process.”

In November 2017, SAFCEI and Earthlife were

forced to return to court on an urgent basis. At the

time, media reports indicated that the Integrated

Resource Plan (IRP) was to be fast-tracked and

Zuma’s nuclear fleet procurement was to

commence immediately thereafter.“

In court papers filed on his behalf, Mahlobo

confirmed on oath that he appreciated that his

failure to comply with the judgment would be

unlawful and would result in contempt of court

proceedings being instituted against him. The

Minister also undertook to act in accordance with

the judgment, to take no steps, including  The

issuing of an RFI, in the absence of a lawful s34

nuclear determination. In our view, the current

Minister of Energy is also bound by this

undertaking,” adds Pole.

ENVIRONMENTAL WATCHDOGS
WARN MANTASHE, “IMMEDIATE
COMMENCEMENT OF NUCLEAR
PROCUREMENT UNLAWFUL!”

P R E S S  R E L E A S E

In a recent urgent letter  (sent on 6 June 2020) to

the Mineral Resources and Energy Minister Gwede

Mantashe, environmental justice organisations

Earthlife Africa-Johannesburg (Earthlife) and the

Southern African Faith Communities’ Environment

Institute (SAFCEI) caution the Minister that no new

nuclear programme can go ahead, unless the

proper procedures are adhered to. The

Department of Mineral Resources and Energy

(DMRE) recently indicated that it will immediately

be commencing with the procurement process for

a 2500 MW new nuclear power programme, with

media reports stating that a request for

information (RFI) will be issued.

 



Earthlife and SAFCEI question the desirability of,

and need for, any new nuclear power programme.

The organisations encourage Minister Mantashe

and the DMRE to rather focus on renewable energy

options, which they believe are better suited to

sustainably meeting South Africa’s energy needs in

a post-COVID South Africa while also addressing

the climate emergency.

“The Chernobyl and Fukushima nuclear disasters –

which still remain problematic today – remind us of

the significant dangers of nuclear power. And,

when we factor-in the costs of nuclear fuel,

construction, radioactive waste management and

end-of-life decommissioning, nuclear power

stations ultimately end-up producing very

expensive electricity. Rather than burdening

current and future generations of South Africans

with higher electricity costs and inter-generational

nuclear cost burdens, the DMRE should be

focussing on encouraging more investment in agile

renewable energy sources. This approach could

also greatly benefit previously disadvantaged

communities, if government would promote a

greater share in the ownership of and the benefits

derived from this market,” says Earthlife’s Makoma

Lekalakala.

“The COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant

negative impact on South Africa’s economy, and as

a result, electricity demand has plunged by roughly

one-third. Even if projected electricity demand

post-COVID requires investment in new generation

capacity in the short and medium term, nuclear

energy cannot meet this need given the long lead-

in time (often a decade or longer, assuming no

delays). We encourage the DMRE to rather focus on

creating an enabling environment for more

renewable sources that can deliver affordable

energy in the short and medium terms, while also

helping to ensure a just energy transition”, says

SAFCEI’s Francesca de Gasparis.

AFCEI and Earthlife are calling on the Minister to

confirm that he will (among other things)

comply  SAFCEI and Earthlife are calling on the

Minister to confirm that he will (among other

things) comply with the April 2017 nuclear

judgement and honour Mahlobo’s November 2017

undertaking.

Both reserved their rights, including the right to

approach the courts for urgent interdictory relief

should this become necessary.



“This pandemic has increased women’s

vulnerability (through job losses, food insecurity,

and more), and has exposed us to even greater

risk of gender-based violence (GBV) in and

outside the home. And still there are many

other issues women have to deal with. Right

now, since we are so focused on surviving this

pandemic, women are less able to focus on

environmental issues, which ultimately affects

us. It is important that we highlight all the

struggles of women every day and consider all

the ways to overcome them, if we hope to see

an improvement in the current situation,” says

Earthlife’s Nomalizo Xhoma.

Xhoma says, “And, while South Africa’s women,

many of whom are already at a disadvantage,

are struggling to survive this pandemic, we still

have to deal with the ongoing loadshedding

and the added risks to our personal safety. We

also have to fight the government for our right

to affordable electricity and ensure that these

come from clean and safe sources. And we also

need to do our bit to protect our environment,

on which many of our livelihoods depend.

However, this becomes harder to do, when we

have so many other obstacles to overcome.

Through our event, Earthlife hopes to support

our women leaders on the ground, as they deal

with everything.” 

“The struggle of women is literally everywhere.

In the home. At work. On the street.

Everywhere.That is why we have to be united in

our fight for equity. There are all sorts of things

that women have to be concerned about, but

these are not considered in the current system.

We must take action to change the system. And

we will have to reinvent the wheel, because the

wheel has not been working for women. We

have to confront the system and push the

boundaries,” adds Makoma Lekalakala,

Earthlife’s Director.

WOMEN NEED TO STAND
TOGETHER TO ADDRESS
ENVIRONMENTAL (AND OTHER)
ISSUES

B Y  N O M A L I Z O  X H O M A

The threats to our natural environment, along with

the uncertainty it brings, most significantly affects

South Africa’s women. In a spirited and inspiring

online Women’s Month event (held earlier this

month), Earthlife Africa Johannesburg – along with

partners Gender CC Southern Africa-Women for

Climate Justice, Greenpeace Africa and the Africa

Coal Network – joined women from around the

country to discuss some of the key issues

highlighted by the Covid-19 pandemic.

 



We are the ones that need to put in the work,

but we need to walk this journey together.” 

Bukelwa Nzimande from  Greenpeace Africa,

Johannesburg  says, “We are indeed our

grandmothers’ wildest dreams because we

have been able to achieve what they could only

dream of. But, we still have a lot of work to do.

The system of patriarchy, which has forced

women to conform must be dismantled,

because we can no longer conform to a system

that does not work or serve us. It has been

designed to perpetuate the inequalities we

continue to experience in our society.”

“We can still isolate to stay safe during this

pandemic, but – as we have witnessed in areas hit

by natural disasters such as when Cyclone Idai and

Kenneth hit the south-eastern parts of the African

continent – we do not have the luxury of isolation

from climate change. This also needs all of us to

act, because women will once again be the ones to

suffer the consequences the most,” adds

Lekalakala. 

Dorah Marema from GenderCC SA based in

Johannesburg says, “With women making up the

majority, it is interesting that our issues are not in

the forefront. The problem lies with how we are

socialised. This continues to place women and girls

as second-class citizens. We urgently need to find

ways to break this notion. Furthermore, women

also have to deal with cultural barriers like being

expected to be submissive to their male

counterparts. This even affects those in leadership.”

“In order to move women’s issues to the front of the

national agenda, women need to stand in solidarity

with each other. This will be the best way to

amplify our voices. We must find ways to build our

confidence, so that we do not apologise for our

convictions and stand our ground on the issues we

are fighting for. Women’s issues will only be taken

seriously once we stand together and keep

showing up in all the spaces to raise our voices.

Once we recognise the common threads of our

individual fights, we will be better able to affect

change. But, this won’t happen overnight. It will

take time. We just have to keep at it,” adds

Marema.

 

Ndivile Mokoena from GenderCC SA based in

Johannesburg says, “As women, we need to address

the “pull-her-down syndrome.” We should rather

consider extending a hand to a sister behind you

and pull her forward. Take the time mentor and

guide – where you can – sharing your own

knowledge and experience. Let us break down the

barriers and move forward together.

“ We need to pay attention about what we teach

our children at the elementary stages about how

females are seen and represented in our society.

"The system of

patriarchy,

which has

forced women

to conform

must be

dismantled,

because we can

no

longer conform

to a system that

does not work

or serve us" 



With important meetings now being held

mostly online, many South Africans are being

left out of the various conversations taking

place, nationally. In an effort to eliminate the

inevitable exclusions and limited voices from

affected communities around the country – as a

result of the restrictions put on civil freedoms

during the lockdown – Earthlife Africa is offering

communities from Limpopo, Gauteng and

Eastern Cape an  Online Digital Storytelling

Workshop for Grassroots Energy and Climate

Change Activists.

 

According to Earthlife’s Nuclear Campaigner

Ulrich Steenkamp, “There are so many

important decisions being discussed and made

online during this period, even while many

South Africans don’t have access to the internet.

For example, the government wants to bring in

more nuclear energy, while Eskom wants an

extension on its emissions compliance

requirements (from its coal-fired power

stations). How are our people supposed to

challenge these, if they are not skilled at

communicating online?”

 

“The  Online Digital Storytelling Workshop for

Grassroots Energy and Climate Change

Activists  – supported by our partners,

Greenpeace Africa and the  Life After

Coal  campaign – is put together to help grass

roots activists, working in energy and climate

change, learn a few basic principles of telling

stories using digital and media platforms,” he

says.

 

“Digital storytelling is crucial, especially in the

current situation, to sharing our energy and

climate change stories, here and with the global

society. The online space must be leveraged to

amplify the unheard voices of affected

communities and tell their stories, share their

experiences with energy and climate change,”

adds Steenkamp.

Programs Officer at Earthlife, Thabo Sibeko says,

“Since the online space is so overloaded with

information, digital storytelling should be 

ACTIVISTS MUST DEVELOP DIGITAL
AND MEDIA SKILLS, TO KEEP
ISSUES – LIKE CLIMATE CHANGE –
ON THE AGENDA

B Y  T H A B O  S I B E K O  &  U L R I C H
S T E E N K A M P

TThe outbreak of the coronavirus and the resulting

national lockdown, has had a devastating effect for

many grassroots activists, community-based

organisations (CBOs) and communities in general,

who – along with the rest of the world – suddenly

had to adapt to a ‘new normal’. This has had a

direct impact on activists and the causes they

advocate for because grassroots engagement relies

on more personal communications. As a result, a

number of climate change movements and

initiatives in the verge of collapse, especially in

communities.

 



“seventy percent (70%) what you see andthirty

percent (30%) what you say. Therefore, it is

important that activists learn how to capture

effective images that not only draw attention, but

essentially speak for themselves in ways that

stimulates dialogue. These images and stories

should trigger discussions that will accelerate a just

transition to a low-carbon intensive energy sector.

We want to know what is happening in their

communities, especially during CoVid-19 and the

lockdown period.”

 

He says, “We asked activists to try and visually

capture moments and images to show the issues

that they face, that the wider public are unaware

of. These stories and images will be amplified via

social media and will be used to send a message to

our leaders, calling for the acceleration toward a

just transition.”

 

In addition to various technical advice, such as how

to use your phone settings, the workshops also

includes more about how to take images that tell

stories and how to amplify success stories using

digital media platforms. The team also shared

more on how to create awareness through

engaging the media, sharing a number of tips to

help build good media relationships, while

safeguarding against strategic lawsuit against

public participation (SLAPP) suits.

Earthlife Africa currently has nine (9) digital

storytellers from three (3) provinces – Gauteng,

Eastern Cape and Limpopo.



“Switch Off All Gadgets. Unplug!” says

Nthabiseng Matsoha, ELA Researcher, “Since the

lockdown, I spend too much time on my laptop

and phone. This has often contributed to

feelings of anxiety and being overwhelmed,

either through news or work, etc. Choose at

least 1 day a week, Saturday works for me,

and unplug from the world.” 

Sabina Taderera, ELA HR and Finance Manager

says, “Think ahead  and improve your peace of

mind. This lockdown has given me a peek at

what my retirement might be like. So much

time, and not much money. That is why I am

now more committed than ever to save where I

can, toward the retirement I want.” 

Self-care does not have to be expensive or

extravagant. ELA’s Senior Programmes Officer

Noma Xhoma says that it is important to  take

some time, even a few minutes,  to just unwind.

“To calm myself down, after a particularly

stressful meeting, I walk around my yard

drinking water for 15 minutes. I find that the

fresh air, sunshine and nature helps boost my

mental and physical strength.” 

On the other hand, Sibongile Ndlovu says that

she takes breaks by  spending time in her

vegetable garden at the back of her home. 

Rifqah Tifloen ELA’s Organisational Manager

says it is important to also make time to activate

your senses. “In the morning when I’m setting

my intention for the day, I burn oils at my

workstation for sensory consumption. Mint or

Karoo scents are great! It helps clear the mind,

with a pleasant fragrance for the nose.” 

“I like to  relax to my favourite music,” says

Jabulani Mtsweni, ELA’s Assistant Programmes

Officer. “When I feel stressed, I calm myself

down by listening to classical music.”

SELF CARE TIPS

B Y  E A R T H L I F E  A F R I C A  S T A F F

Today, International Self-Care Day, we are

reminded about the benefits of effective self-care.

Self-care is when we deliberately take care of our

mental, emotional, and physical health, which

many of us very often overlook. The team at

Earthlife Africa Johannesburg have compiled a few

tips to share with activists, in an effort to help

others cope with their everyday work.



ELA’s Director Makoma Lekalakala says,

“I do two simple things to help lift my spirits. I love

singing along to clap and dance music, and I am

not shy to have power naps during the day.’’

ELA Programs Officer Thabo Sibeko says, “It helps

to  take a break, when you feel overwhelmed  and

exhausted. But, just don’t quit. Add some Vitamin

B to your diet, to keep your energies up.” 

ELA Nuclear Campaigner Ulrich Steenkamp says,

“One of the ways I make sure that my emotional

and mental health stays tip top shape is to  have

someone or something to interact with or care for.

The personal interaction does wonders for lifting

your spirits. It will keep depression, due to isolation,

at bay.”

"I like to relax

to my favourite

music...when I

feel stressed, I

calm myself

down by

listening to

classical music"

DONATE OR BECOME A MEMBER

Y O U R   S U P P O R T  I S  A P P R E C I A T E D

If  you would like to support Earthlife Africa in the

struggle for environmental justice or you would

simply like to become a member, you can visit our

website or contact us.  

Website:
https://earthlife.org.za/

Telephone:
 (+27) 011 39 3663

Email:
seccp@earthlife.org.za

Address:
87 De Korte Street,

Braamfontein,

Johannesburg

2000

EARTHLIFE AFRICA

Earthlife Africa is a non-profit organisation,

founded in Johannesburg, South Africa, in 1988,

that seeks a better life for all people without

exploiting other people or degrading their

environment. We want to encourage and support

individuals, businesses and industries to reduce

pollution, minimise waste and protect our natural

resources.


